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About This Game

Killing zombies never gets old, but sometimes you just need a break.

Get back to some serious old-school gaming with Syder Arcade! Syder Arcade is a love letter to Amiga games of the ‘90s, no
coins, no upgrade grinding, just your tenacity and a motherload of alien invaders.

Syder Arcade is a free scrolling, multi directional shoot 'em up, an uncompromised old-school experience, furious, challenging,
and straightforward. This game will bring you back in time, when bulky starships were cool and games were about player skill

and swearing madly at your computer.
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Title: Syder Arcade
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Studio Evil
Publisher:
Studio Evil
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3

Processor: Pentium D, 3GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/ 512 MB RAM (Not recommended for Intel integrated graphics)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any sound card

English,Italian,German
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It's a very simple premise, but like the Atari games of old, there is a surprising amount of strategy involved, and it becomes very
addictive as you use the points you collect to both unlock and optimize the ships.

While it's not going to win any game of the year awards anytime soon, it's more than worth it if you can get the game on sale for
a couple bucks.. Irresistably pixellated fun. Great couch game, and a solid singleplayer mode. Very danceable music.. I wasn't
expecting much from 'It's Killing Time' due to the 'Mixed' review score, but I picked it up in a mini-bundle from 'Choice of
Games,' a publisher who I really like. I've played maybe a dozen or so of the 'Choose Your Own Adventure' games and really
like them. I've mostly gravitated towards the highly reviewed ones though, so when I decided to play this one I expected to 'kill'
some 'time' and that's about it.

Wrong! I really enjoyed 'It's Killing Time' actually. I played through twice, once as a 'good' guy and once as a 'bad' guy. You
play as a contract killer embroiled in a deadly conspiracy of murder and deception, all the while trying to maintain a successful
dossier of contracts. The thing I liked most about this 'game' was that I was not being punished because I did not stack the
correct 'talent.' You can be deadly, cunning, or intelligent and it will serve you well and not gate you off from succeeding.

Many of the CYOA games have a point in the game where you were supposed to have built up a specific attribute that will be
used at a crucial point in the story and if you didn't randomly choose the right one you fail. It's essentially the death of the
'choice' aspect of the story which defeats the purpose. IKA instead allows you to role-play the character YOU want and makes it
rewarding by using your chosen skills to solve the problems that come your way. Thanks!

As for the story itself I won't spoil anything but it's a fairly straightforward tale of espionage including some nice surprises and a
decent twist. What the story does certainly attempt (and succeed) at doing is making you feel cool. The descriptions of your
daring exploits are well-written and have an eye towards flair and drama (NOT gritty realism) that make you feel awesome
(John Wick-esque). Overall this was one of my favorite CYOA games and one I highly recommend. It's meant to be over-the-
top and implausible but it works and is a fun ride.. Best game ever! Nostalgic, I can remember when we were kids and watching
Bud SPencer & Terence Hill movies! :). It a work in progress but it brings new life too RO.. Really cool way of rewarding
previous adopters! Free of you already have the game. Unexpected and I really appriciate it :). Having played the NES and
subsequent Gameboy Color) versions, I am inclined to dislike this original MAC exclusive version of Shadowgate for two
reasons:

1. The original is lacking the NES version's awesome soundtrack.

2. The original's controls are a bit clunky at best. Although by today's standards the NES version's controls would be considered
clunky as well.. but it is a form of clunkiness I am very familiar with.

Nevertheless THIS IS A CLASSIC that everyone who enjoys point and click adventures SHOULD DEFINITELY add to their
libraries :D. If you liked the original Sinkr, you'll love this. It does go through some tutorial levels at the beginning, but quickly
gets into levels that feel like a continuation of the first. Those first levels are great for new players and allow experienced
players to get back in the mindset. Past those, the levels are challenging and fun and just feel like more. Sinkr2 is a nice,
relaxing game that lets you just turn off and still exercise your mind.. This game is  amazing .
-The graphics are beautiful
-The handling is demanding
-A lot of muliplayer gamemodes (f.e. Pursuit, Doppler, Team Matchmaking, Fullspeed, tech, fun/lol/mini)
-Huge Editor to build awesome tracks
-Solo campaign
-Workshop (tracks and car models)
-Free title packs with much additional content (RPG/ F1/...)
-Competitions supported by the ESL
and more than 1.000.000 players :). Do you like Pawn Stars? Do you like finding hidden object? Do you like achievements? If
you said "yes" to all three questions, then you'll like this game.
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i havent tried new update, there has been 2 in 2 days, but i will say there are some issues with the VR gameplay.. it is not quite
refined. the game on the other hand is pretty good it seems. I think its rough around the edges right now but i feel really good
about the dev. I believe this game is going to be really neat in due time... he is talking with players and addressing issues on
regular basis so if you want to help shape the game, buy now. if you want it when it plays great, keep an eye on reviews and i
will update when the game is ready.
*update- i would wait on this product for sure, its just to rough right now, ill update when its better
*8\/27 update... i returned the game my 2 weeks was up and it wasnt ready... may try again later on. Got Banned faster than a
pedophile in a playground. Not a bad game but has bad moderaters.. seemed like a cool idea, waited around for a long time until
it was on sale and grabbed it cheap. tried to figure out how to play, struggled to read the text, never had anything meaningful
click with me, did not enjoy any portion of the game, refunded.. this game is a no. Its better left to the mobile game market,
because that's what the play style is.

I'll probably still try and get all the dumb achevements, but don't be like me. Be smart, avoid.. Wont start up. I bought it 2 days
ago and it gets stuck on the " Loading Graphics" dont buy it
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